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Abstract 

Linkwell Telesystems was established in Hyderabad in 1993 by a first 
generation entrepreneur, A.K. Prasad, who capitalised it and took 
advantage of the growing liberalisation of the Indian economy and its 
developing Telecommunications Policy. In the mid 1990s, there was a 
growing demand by Indian consumers for telecom products. To meet 
this demand, Linkwell Telesystems ventured into manufacturing along 
with marketing of products related to PCO (payphone) products in 
India. Its vision is to combine excellence and establishing the best 
possible products including “technology-based features.” Linkwell 
has branded these products “VISIONTEK” 
(http://www.visiontek.co.in/). Today, Visiontek is known as a leading 
manufacturer and a top exporter of Telecom and Transaction 
Terminal equipment with a reach of more than 50 countries.  
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1. Introduction 

A.K. Prasad is a first generation entrepreneur. He is an electronics 
engineer and worked for ten years in several electronics based 
companies before he decided that he had the skills and capability to 
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launch his own company, Linkwell, in 1993. Prasad regards himself as 
very entrepreneurial and has demonstrated leadership and 
management skills. The Department of Scientific and Industrial 
Research (DSIR), Government of India, has recognised and 
commended Visiontek and its R&D team for breaking down barriers 
to innovation, identifying emergent issues and for integrating 
academic research and client experience towards customisation. His 
personal efforts have brought the company the prestigious ELCINA 
Award in 1997 for its Research and Development and this was 
followed by many more laurels. His core team pride themselves on 
manufacturing products strictly adhering to the guidelines set by the 
Department of Technology (DoT) and providing excellent customer 
service. The vision of the company is 'leadership through innovation' 
and it has a strong growth policy. The focus is on being constantly 
innovative and customer-centric. Prasad is as the elected President of 
the Electronics Industries Association of Andhra Pradesh (ELIAP). 

2. Evolution of Linkwell 

Linkwell Telesystems PLC was established in Hyderabad 1993 by a 
first generation entrepreneur, A. K. Prasad, who capitalised the 
company and took advantage of the growing liberalisation of the 
Indian economy and its developing Telecommunications Policy. Prior 
to this time, Indian governments had preferred to maintain an 
economy which stressed endogenous rather than exogenous sources of 
growth. In the mid 1990s, there was a growing demand from Indian 
consumers for telecom products. To meet this demand, Linkwell 
Telesystems ventured into manufacturing along with marketing of 
products related to payphone (PCO) products in India. Its vision was 
to excel and establish the best product incorporating “technology 
based features.” Linkwell has branded these products as 
“VISIONTEK” (http://www.visiontek.co.in/). The product advantage 
pioneered by Linkwell steered the company into a position from 
which it has extended its customer base to 120,000 plus in India by 
2012. 
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Linkwell’s product portfolio includes a diverse range of products from 
PCO and small office home office applications (SOHO) for long 
distance dialling, application-based telecom terminal products and 
telecommunication software projects. The company has upgraded 
from a single line numeric based telephone metering product to Alpha 
numeric, two lines PC based PCO monitors. This is considered to be 
India’s first line powered pay phone (coin operated payphone) and, 
therefore, an innovative product. In addition, Linkwell has been 
marketing the GENEI model fax machine supplied from South Korea, 
since 1995. The company is also currently working on credit payment 
terminals and banking terminals for its telecom related products. 

VISIONTEK offers innovative project- and product-based solutions 
with the objective of consistently delivering innovative, high quality 
and cost effective telecom and software products and services to its 
clients by applying best practice project and program management 
techniques, methodologies and skills. The innovative practices operate 
at both the product and service levels. VISIONTEK is the brand for all 
products made by Linkwell Telesystems PLC. The product line 
includes PCO/Payphones, Fixed Wireless Terminals, Transaction 
Terminals, Modems, Data Converters and Software products. All 
these products reflect the core expertise in various telecommunication 
technologies – Fixed line, PSTN, Ethernet, Wireless, CDMA, GSM 
and Wi-Fi. Most of these products are innovative and customer-driven 
in terms of design and delivery expectations. Over the years it has 
customized more than 100 products in different categories. Mostly, 
the products undergo redesign and customization every quarter of the 
year based on the frequency of customer feedback. Customisation is 
evolutionary by nature and internal to the firm in terms of product 
design. The non-efficient and low margin products are hence replaced 
by the new design. 

The products incorporate the global system for mobile 
communications (GSM) and code division multiple access (CDMA) 
technologies meeting global standards. It has also positioned its image 
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in the global market by establishing its market base in the Far East, 
Southeast Asia and in African countries.  

The company participated in 2000 in a project called the ‘village 
public telephone (VPT)’ with TATA Teleservices in Andhra Pradesh 
region of Northern India. It has continuously endeavoured to provide 
customised solutions to the Payphone market.  

The company’s major strength is its physical presence in a number of 
major cities of India. The 585 dealer network exhibits its innate 
aggressiveness and drive to competency. An entrepreneurial spirit is 
evident in the staff of all of the departments of the business: business 
development, marketing and sales, services and R&D. The investment 
amounts to nearly 20 percent of its revenue in the R&D activities. 

Linkwell Telesystems is a professionally managed company and is 
considered to be a respected market leader in India.  

3. Nature of the Business 

The Hyderabad-based Linkwell Telesystems, popularly known for its 
Visiontek range of products, is present in three core market segments: 
personal communications; business communications and PCO. The 
company’s strength is in being an emerging PCO technology 
company. Growth opportunities are potentially wide both in India and 
internationally but it also needs to establish robust partnerships for 
growth in diversified sectors. It proposes to diversify into call centres, 
internet and messaging solutions. The significant threat to the growth 
strategy is from the well established software companies, which could 
integrate or expand their current business in this sector. 

There are two main reasons for the company’s success so far. It is a 
strong technology-driven company and is proactive in optimising 
resources, along with production and distribution. Its ‘mantra’ is 
‘innovation with strict quality control.’ This integrative strength has 
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critically leveraged the company’s value chain and its ability in 
creating new markets. 

The company has utilised an entrepreneurial culture in understanding 
exogenous and endogenous factors leading to growth. Examples 
include the industry environment, the availability of high quality 
labour, industrial reforms together with a liberalised economy and 
supportive regional policy initiatives and the Telecom Act of 2004. 
Prasad’s driving entrepreneurial spirit meant that he has been able and 
continues to infuse enthusiasm into both his staff and his customers. 

Linkwell has a strong values and ethical commitment. Each employee, 
termed a professional, is encouraged to be a leader personally and 
demonstrate perfection, honesty, dedication and a positive attitude. 
The company has a strong public relationship focus, with dealers 
spread over the country to market and provide prompt after sales 
services to its popular Visiontek range of products. It exports products 
to Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, 
Oman, Algeria, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Zambia and 
Mozambique. 

Year Domestic Exports Total 
2006-2007 15896361 16545192 32441553 
2007-2008 16058569 19627140 35685708 
2008-2009 16679500 24002207 40681707 
2009-2010 16707977 28448718 45156695 
2010-2011 16906667 35926667 52833333 
2011-2012 19020000 44380000 63400000 
Table 1: Sales (Domestic and Exports) (Indian rupees); source: Original 
Research 

4. Strengths and Capabilities 

The organisation exhibits the following capabilities: 
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1. Good in-house R & D infrastructure  
2. Specialism in customisation and value addition 
3. Metal forming facility  
4. All India after sales support network 
5. Plastic and injection moulding unit  
6. Good brand equity 
7. Committed and forward looking management 
8. Skilled manpower in Telecom Soft Ware and Hard Ware 

4.1. Skill Sets 

VISIONTEK specialises in Embedded Hardware design of 
microprocessor/micro-controller based products of the 51 family, X86 
family, ST62TXX family, 68HC05, z80 and ARM family, SRAM, 
FLASH, EEPROM, EPROM interfaces, Embedded software 
development in C/C++, assembly, Analog Design related to wire 
line/wireless interfaces and parametric signal 
processing/measurement, System Micro kernels and Device driver 
software design and development for mini-printers (numeric, 
alphanumeric, graphics, 24 & 40 Col., LCD modules, telephone line 
interfacing devices, DTMF transceivers, 16KC sensing, speech 
controllers, handset drivers, serial communications by RS232, RS485, 
RS422, 80 Col. Printer interface and PC add-on card interface.  

4.2. Organisational Structure 

MD

Dir P&A Dir Marketing Dir Business 
Development

Dir 
Manufacturing Head R&D Dir MIS

Figure 1: Corporate Organisational Structure; source: Original Research 
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Figure 2: The Organisational Structure of the Marketing and Business 
Development Department; source: Original Research 

Linkwell has a flat organisational structure, which means the 
autonomy to perform and undertake risks and which is a critical factor 
to innovativeness. Since it is an intensely customer-driven business, a 
matrix system of reporting reduces time and enhances efficiency. For 
example, the marketing director is responsible for eight national 
branches and oversees projects, exports and business development. 
The Directors of personnel, marketing, R&D and MIS report directly 
to the managing director. All managers are empowered to take 
decisions. In order to reduce failures arising from uncertainty, each 
individual is encouraged to share tacit knowledge and translate it into 
explicit knowledge through open platforms. Consequently, all senior 
managers take a corporate approach and fully understand the nature of 
risks, barriers and uncertainties arising in this business. The flat 
structure enables the firm to take quicker decisions, respond to 
customer requirements and stay innovative, as a strong hierarchy 
disables creativity. 

4.3. Business Strategy 

The company focuses on its core competencies in customisation, 
marketing and logistics. The nerve centre remains the corporate office 
at Hyderabad, which is considered the power driver. Initially, the 
company searched for trade partners but, within the short span of two 
years of existence, it was able to establish its credibility in attracting 
and choosing its client base. It has a strong understanding of business 
across the country as well at the international level. Being a first 
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generation entrepreneurial company, it has endeavoured to develop a 
wide network through business associates. Hence, it places emphasis 
on the importance of networking skills. 

The strategy behind Visiontek is the corporate belief that, in order to 
ensure its success in the competitive market, the “product has to be 
need-based.” Hence, customer segmentation becomes imperative. The 
entire range of products is sold in all the major towns, cities and 
villages of India. Each authorised dealer at the district level has its 
network commanded by goodwill and brand image. The products are 
available at a reasonable and competitive price. The after sales service 
policy is supported by fair business practices and it has integrated its 
service quality. It has adhered to regular campaigns educating at 
dealer premises, established strategic service locations for calls at 
short notice, round the clock online services, reduced response time 
for deputing service engineers on demand, maintained 2% of free 
spares towards warranty, timely dispatch of spares to dealers, regular 
service camps, customer meetings and providing in-house training to 
the dealer personnel. VISIONTEK has widespread reach with 
marketing, sales and distribution channels well established in India 
and 50 countries abroad. It comprises experienced and committed 
team of 140 professionals who are spread across the country and ready 
to provide assistance on call. 

4.4. Innovative Practices 

Product innovation is the company’s core competency. Issues related 
to inbound logistics have had an impact on its growth, as importing 
silicon-based products is time-consuming. Consequently, the company 
has heavily invested in R&D. ‘Strategically selecting the customised 
solution, expanding the market reach and building customer 
confidence is desired,’ says Prasad.  

Prasad strongly claims that ‘… our focus is on embedded products in 
telecom and broadband. It’s a very dynamic field from concept to 
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product launch, from customer specification to product 
implementation. The technology is always in continuous development. 
To sustain, we have to look for tomorrow’s technology in today’s 
application.’ 

There is a strong need to enhance the firm’s capability continuously, 
while maintaining extensive investment in R&D for featured products. 
Their desire to intensify exports, especially in creating newer markets 
that can generate high returns in a competitive market, is dependent 
on the policies of the Indian government. 

4.5. Drivers to Success 

Rani is the director of Visiontek, a confident senior executive who is 
full of energy and has a knack for putting ideas into operation. She 
passionately claims that the key factors to success are positioning the 
product at the right time and at the right place, based purely on market 
requirements and defining key logical decisions to reach the end 
customer as soon as possible. 

Linkwell promotes the unique idea of ‘a distribution network with no 
investments from the respective distributor.’ The distributor appointed 
has to make investments in the marketing support activities only, 
while the company invests in the products. Linkwell identifies key 
points for logistics distribution, which become warehouses on an 
interim basis; this is a strategy it claims has enabled the company to 
establish itself as a centre for innovation. Their key concentration is in 
orienting towards distribution. The store points are managed by the 
company and become virtual stock centres. For each volume of sales 
made, the channel partners are given commissions on the basis of pre-
set slabs. Hence, the investment by any new dealer is only in its 
marketing networks rather than buying and stocking products. 

This concept has enabled the company to build a bond with the 
individuals who desire to be micro entrepreneurs within the company 
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or as franchisees and to sell Linkwell products. Entrepreneurs who 
started from scratch have created their own identity. As a result, 585 
dealers have presently gained from the relationship and have grown 
together like a strongly bonded family. The company estimates that it 
has been able to convert more than 250 ‘individuals’ to become 
millionaires in this way.  

‘Together we grow’ is the company mantra. ‘The emphasis is on long-
term relationships. My dealers should earn more.’ says Rani. ‘We 
work for them; they are bound to work for us!’ She goes further by 
claiming that the dealers become the actual eyes and ears for any new 
episode of product development. At times, the competition is quite 
locally concentrated. Linkwell takes the lead because of its channel 
partnership strategy. 

In order to make work as pleasurable as possible, internal transfers of 
staff are encouraged within different projects. A very strong MIS 
connects the entire organization, where information flows seamlessly. 
The concept of value addition is traditionally in-built. Accountability 
is clearly marked. The sense of belonging is so ingrained that, in the 
absence of any individual; co-partners can take up all the 
responsibilities themselves. However, for a particular incident of 
client servicing, dedicated service responsibility is pre-delegated. Job 
rotation is another success. Delivery matters. As a result, a few junior 
employees have been elevated to higher positions based on their 
performance. 

Woman power has also played an important role in building the 
business, claims Rani, ‘some women workers are really excellent 
workers.’ The percentage of females to males stands at 20:80. She 
goes further and admits that 96-97 was a bad year for business. As a 
result of a faulty supply chain, the systems within the company were 
decentralized. However, for all project management activities, a 
policy of one window contact and clearance is adhered to for speedy 
operations. One of the worst experiences in their business tenure was 
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the time when they had to recall 500 machines they had sold. Lessons 
were learnt in this context; subsequently, after-sales service support 
was made available round the clock. They understood how suppliers 
could cheat them when monitoring was totally left to trust. In this 
case, therefore, R&D became a means of fire fighting. 

As a business practice, executive summaries of best seller books are 
shared with entire employees. Transparency is adhered to in the 
organisation. Rewarding dedicated and performing employees is a 
common practice. Customisation is their strength. The main emphasis 
is on investment in people and relationship management, together 
with attention paid to logistics operations. ‘It’s a perfect example of 
metamorphosis of entrepreneurship, leadership & wealth through 
innovation’ is a slogan coined by its distributors. 

5. Lessons 

It is imperative to derive lessons and learning in the form of theory 
and contributions from live case studies. The firm has explicitly been 
able to demonstrate its orientation at different levels as seen in Figure 
2 below. 

 Lessons 

Entrepreneur 

Intrinsic Motivation 
Risk taking ability 
Foresight 
Sensitivity to Opportunity 
Leadership 
Ability to listen and Translate Ideas 
Trust and Loyalty towards the firm, its 
employees, customers and all stake holders 

Firm 

Adopting high risks 
Investments in new products 
Profit sharing with dealer networks 
Continuous training to engineers 
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Focus on projects 
Job rotation and job enhancement 
Women workforce 
Transparency 
Investment on employees 

Products 

Customised products 
Positioning 
Creating new products for new markets 
Focus on R&D 

Dealer (Customer) 

Investment in Marketing networks 
Customer engineering 
Long term relationship 
The driving force to product/services 
innovativeness 

Markets 
Distribution networks and logistic support 
Distribution orientation 
Rural entry and penetration 

Competitiveness 

Product innovativeness 
Virtual stock centres 
Dedicated dealer networks 
Employee loyalty 
After sales service 

Figure 2: Lessons from a Successful Entrepreneurial Firm’s Performance; 
source: Original Research 

Characteristics Innovative Practices 
Entrepreneurial Leadership 
Passion to excel due to autonomy 
Flexible organisational structures 
Ability to handle Challenges 
High level of Intrinsic motivation 

Constant training of employees 
Flat organisational structures 
Development of synergies between top 
and bottom 
High level of Customer orientation 
Converting tacit knowledge to explicit 

Figure 3: Characteristics and Innovative Practices; source: Original 
Research 
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6. Key Managerial Challenges 

Looking forward to the continued success of his firm, Prasad is 
nevertheless concerned with certain thorny issues. He has been 
confronted with a series of decisions that must be made and actions 
implemented in order to steer VISIONTEK to the next level of 
international presence and positioning. 

The product development team engaged in manufacturing products 
related to personal communication, business communication and PCO 
have been given a choice to strengthen one out of the three products 
and position in domestic market, while choosing the second for the 
international market only! They have been given a three month period 
to conduct online market research to substantiate their decision. 

In a meeting, Prasad and Rani reiterated their views that the firms’ 
capabilities largely comprise of customisation, a trusted R&D 
division, dedicated sales network, skilled human resources and a good 
brand. Their core competencies are in customisation, marketing and 
logistics. However, they also intend to add R&D to this set of core 
competencies. 

An additional query concerns whether the firm needs a slimming 
down of its organisational structure so as to make it more innovative. 
This means making it leaner, while facilitating decision-making, but 
how should this be tackled? How should an entrepreneurial culture be 
extended within the firm so as to enhance its positioning? 

7. Teaching Objectives 

The teaching objectives of this case include the following: 

1. To understand how a technology based enterprise is seeded. 
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2. To understand the importance of opportunity recognition and 
its orientation in becoming a successful entrepreneur. 

3. How does a Start-up create its market and how can it emerge 
as a market leader? 

4. The importance of recognising entrepreneurial and innovative 
practices in a small enterprise. 

5. Business strategy by a technology-driven SME. 

This case study is suitable for a number of different courses, 
including: Innovation (Innovative practices), Entrepreneurship, Start-
ups, Strategy, Technology Markets. 

It is suggested that the case be organized in the classroom in the 
following way: 

1. Study the case carefully and explain the process by which the 
existing founder manager of Linkwell was able to establish and steer 
his enterprise. 

2. ‘Innovative practices in SME’s!’ Comment. 

3. Study a similar enterprise that is engaged in manufacturing 
technology products and construct its business model. Are there any 
similarities in their operational frameworks? 

Then introduce the following discussion questions: 

1. What is the role of opportunity recognition in the formation of 
an enterprise? 

2. How to expand aggressively into newer areas? 

3. Can this formula of success be replicated? 
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The suggested time plan for the case is as follows: 

• Initial class room discussions- 90 to 180 minutes. 

• General survey by student researchers – one week. 

• Conclusive discussions on innovative practices with emphasis 
on incremental and radical innovation - 90 minutes. 
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